**TRIBAL RETRIBUTION THEME POSSE**

In a WARRIOR NATION Force, instead of a Faction Posse, Walks Looking may take this Theme Posse.

*If the Boss and five or more slots are filled with at least one unit in the Posse, then all Faces in the Posse gain the Trailfinder and Prodigious rule. Walks Looking is the only unit with the BOSS Trait permitted in this Posse. You may not include Legendary Walks Looking.*

1. A Warrior Nation Face or Youngbloods unit.
2. A Warrior Nation Face and/or Hands unit.
3. A Warrior Nation Face unit and/or a non-Beast Support unit.
4. A Warrior Nation Face unit and/or a non-Beast Support unit.
5. Up to two Warrior Nation Hands or Support units.
6. Up to two Warrior Nation Face or Hands units.